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ABSTRACT

Our collaboration has conducted a series of muon-catalysis
experiments over broad temperature and density ranges at the LAMPF
accelerator in Los AlamGs. We have discovered surprising effects on
the normalized muon-catalysis cycling rate, Ac, and the apparent
alpha-particle sticking coefficient, ois, that depend on the d-t
mixture density.

This paper reviews our experimental approach, analysis methods,
and results for tests with targets varying in density from 0.12 to
1.30, normalized to liquid hydrogen density, and in temperature from
15'K to 800K. In particular, results will be presented on the cycling
rate, sticking coefficient, and 3He scavenging rate, as functions of
temperature, mixture density, or tritium concentration.

1. Introduction

Muon-catalyzed fusion research has enjoyed a vigorous rebirth in

recent years. Today we begin an international symposium on the subject;

five years ago this symposium would have been unthinkable. Exciting

experimental programs are underway at laboratories in Canada1, Japan2,

the Soviet Union3, Switzerland1*, and the United States5.

This paper reviews the muon-catalysis experiments conducted at LAMPF

oy our collaboration. I will explain our approach to the problem, discuss
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the experimental procedures in detail, and bring you up to date on our

results. Since our results on the alpha sticking coefficient will be

presented in another paper6 at this meeting, I will mention them only

briefly.

2. Experimental Objectives

We began our study of muon catalysis in d-t mixtures to assess the

potential of this process for energy generation. The practical concern is

simply: "how many fusions per muon are possible?" The limiting

parameters, in the simplest analysis, are the muon cycling rate, the

sticking loss term, and the free decay rate of the muon. At low cycling

rates, the muon is more likely to decay during the catalysis process than

to be scavenged by an alpha particle; hence, low cycling rate experiments

are not very sensitive to the sticking term. The muon cycling rate was

expected to scale linearly with mi^Lure density, hence high cycling rates

(i.e., 108 or greater) require mixture densities approaching that of

liquid hydrogen.

High mixture densities thus seemed attractive on two counts: one

could simultaneously study cycling rates and sticking terms. The cycling

rate could be extracted from the time dependence of neutron arrival,

following a muon stopping in the target, then the sticking term could be

calculated using the cycling rate, and the average number of neutrons

detected per muon.
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In November 1982, during our first experimental runs, we observed the

strong temperature dependence predicted by the resonant mesomolecular

model7. In addition we discovered helium-3 to be a more efficient

poison to the d-t catalysis cycle than had been previously calculated.

As interest in muon catalysis re-awakened, and other experiments

raised new questions, our high-density target approach has proved

remarkably adaptable. By extending our measurements to a wide variety of

target densities, tritium concentrations, and temperatures, we have been

able to characterize many of the subtle processes occurring in

muon-catalyzed fusion. The points in the temperature-density plane that

we've explored are shown in figure 1.

3. Experimental Methods

Our experiments are carried out at the Biomedical and Stopped Muon

Channels at the LAMPF accelerator in Los Alamos. The basic set-up is

shown in figure 2: muons of 80 ± 4 MeV/c momentum pass through a

Cerroband collimator and three-element scintillator telescope, and enter

the target. In front of each neutron counter is a thin plastic

scintillation counter to detect the passage of charged particles into the

neutron counter. The muon-decay electron is counted by requiring a

coincidence between the thin charged particle veto counter and the neutron

counter. Three to five neutron counters are used in our experiment.



a. High Density Targets

The most critical item in our experiment is the high density target.

We have designed and built three generations of target vessels. The first

target design stored gas at up to 0.6 liquid hydrogen density (LHD),

corresponding to a pressure of 1000 atmospheres, in a 50 cm3 volume, and

operated over the temperature range 77-600 Kelvin. The second design was

similar, but operated over the broader temperature range 20-800 Kelvin and

density up to 0.72 LHD. The latest design allows densities up to 1.3 LHD

(pressures of 3000 atmospheres), but this design has a smaller gas volume,

10 cm3; these targets have been operated from 15 K to 600 K.

The target vessels are constructed from A-286 stainless steel, an

age-hardened "superalloy" with good resistance to hydrogen embrittlement.

The inside wall of the target was gold plated to reduce hydrogen

permeation into the metal. The targets were designed to comply with the

stress limits of the ASME Code for pressure vessels8 and were proof

tested to 125% of operating pressure before use.

The target is heated by electrical resistive heaters and cooled by the

flow of liquid nitrogen or liquid helium through cooling passages in the

target body. The target temperature is measured by a platinum resistance

thermometer or silicon diode, as appropriate for the temperature range.
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Surrounding the target is a stainless-steel "secondary containment"

vessel, which serves as an insulating vacuum for heating or cooling the

target, and provides an additional safety precaution. Further details of

the target system design have been published by Watts, et a!.9.

b. Detector System

The muon telescope and charged particle veto counters are made of

Pilot F plastic scintillator, 0.42 mm thick. The neutron counters are

cylinders 12 7 cm in diameter by 12.7 cm thick, filled with Bicron BC-501

liquid scintillator. The liquid scintillator was chosen to discriminate

against background gamma rays by pulse-shape discrimination. The neutron

counters are coupled to either Amperex XP2041 or Hammamatsu R1250

photomultipliers. Ortec Model 269 voltage dividers are used with all

neutron counters.

Muon catalysis experiments at high densities generate so many neutrons

that the detectors must be operated as multi-hit devices over the

five-microsecond counting window. In addition, the muon-decay electron

must be identified. These conditions required the design of custom

electronic gear to handle the high rates.

Commercial pulse-shape discriminators require 500-1000 nanoseconds to

reach a decision, which would have caused unacceptable dead-time losses.

The pulse-shape discriminators custom-built for this experiment reach a
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decision in 120 nanoseconds; the quality of the neutron-gamma separation

can be judged from figure 3.

Logic router modules were built to switch on successive ADC and TDC

channels, adding multi-hit capability to standard CAMAC gear. We can

measure amplitude and time-of-arrival information for the first seven

particles to hit any detector.

The detector gain, threshold and pulse-shape discriminator performance

are monitored by daily checks with a Pu-Be source. Detector dead-time is

measured by injecting a pulser signal once per ten events. After each set

of LAMPF runs, a separate experiment is carried out at the Los Alamos Ion

Beam Facility (a tandem Van de Graaff accelerator) to measure the absolute

efficiency of the neutron detectors.

c. Data Acquisition

To minimize the background, we normally require detection of a muon's

arrival, followed by one or more fusion neutrons, followed by detection of

the muon decay electron. The y.n.e trigger requirement was employed by

Bystritskii, et al.3 in their 1979 experiment. We have found it useful,

in some cases, to employ a y.2n trigger; for targets with a high yield

of fusions per muon, we find the y.2n trigger boosts the count rate

without significant increase in the background. If the trigger

requirement is not satisfied within a 5.5 microsecond interval following
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the muon's arrival, or if a second muon passes through the scintillator

telescope at any time within a fifteen microsecond interval centered on

the five microsecond counting window, the electronics are reset to await

the arrival of another muon.

Our experiment uses the Los Alamos "Q" program10 to control the data

acquisition system; recently our computer has been upgraded from a

PDP-11/45 to a MicroVAX-II. For each event, 128 words of data are

recorded.

d. Data Reduction and Analysis

Perhaps the greatest source of bias in any absolute counting

experiment is the detector efficiency estimate. For this reason, we

believe it worthwhile to directly measure the efficiency of the neutron

detectors to a beam of 14 MeV neutrons. The measured efficiency for a

parallel beam of neutrons is then corrected for solid angle effects with

the Monte Carlo code of Stanton, as modified by Cecil, et al .1X. A

correction is also made for the neutrons absorbed or scattered in the

stainless steel target vessel using the RAFFLE neutron transport

code12. A typical efficiency calculation is shown in figure 4.

The background is measured with a replica of the target vessel, filled

with styrofoam rather than deuterium-tritium. Neutron background is

observed to be less than one part in a thousand when the y.n.e trigger

is employed.
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The width of the counting window can introduce a bias in the slopes of

neutron arrival time curves. We have varied this width from 3 to 8

microseconds to check that our correction is proper.

Occasionally a fusion neutron suffers the (n,p) reaction in the

stainless steel target vessel. If the proton escapes the target it can

fire the thin charged-particle veto counter and mimic an electron. We

have installed an additional pulse-shape discrimination circuit for the

trigger particle (e.g., an electron, when a u.n.e trigger is employed).

The trigger particle pulse-shape discrimination histogram is displayed in

figure 5.

My colleague, Alan Anderson presented a detailed discussion of the

analysis methods at the Jackson Workshop3.

4. Results

a. Muon Cycling Rate temperature Dependence

Our first experimental runs discovered a strong temperature dependence

in the muon cycling rate, Xc, as shown in figure 6. One notes that

limits the cycling rate at low tritium concentrations.

The temperature dependence of the cycling rate thus confirms the

predictions of Gershtein, Ponomarev, Vinitsky, and colleagues7—up to a
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point. That temperature point is 540 K, where the cycling rate was

predicted to roll over. Indeed, our measurements find the cycling rate

continues to rise up to 800 K, the highest temperature point we've

measured.

Cohen and Leon have predicted that Ac peaks at about 1200K
11*.

However formidable strength-of-materials problems arise in the design of

pressure vessels for use at temperatures above 1000K.

b. Muon Cycling Rate Density Dependence

The mesomolecular formation rates X^t^-d and ^dty-t are

strongly temperature dependent, as indicated in figure 7. The cycling

rate is related to the molecular formation rates by the expression:

l_ q l s C d , 1
Xc"XdtCt W d •

where the molecular formation rate is defined

= cd xdtu-d + ct

and qigCj is the probability the muon will reach the ground state of

the dy atom.

Several of the rates above exhibit surprising dependence on the target

mixture density. Both Adty-t and the ratio A.c|t/q ŝ depend
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linearly on target density. The ratio was expected to depend more

strongly on density.

The q^s dependence on tritium concentration has also been measured:

2 Ct
qls = [1 - [l-i) Ct] y

where

^ = 0.75 ± 0.20 .

This behaviour disagrees with the predictions of Menshikov and

Ponomarev15 but agrees with an analogous measurement of IT" capture

in hydrogen-deuterium mixtures1.

The rate A^^.^ increases much faster than linearly with target

density. Our data are shown in figure 8; recall that by the normalization

convention, a linear dependence would correspond to a horizontal line in

the figure.

The non-linear behaviour in figure 8 is consistent with significant

dtu formation via three body collisions. The singlet ty + D2

collisions have their strongest resonances just below threshold, where

they are not accessible in two-body collisions. By removing some kinetic

energy, a third body can move these resonances above threshold, thus

increasing A d t u_ d.
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c. Muon Cycling Rate Tritium Concentration Dependence

We have also extracted the dependence of the muon cycling rate on

tritium concentration in d-t mixtures. Figure 9 displays our measurements

at three temperatures; the peak seems to shift from Ĉ . = 30% at 100 K to

Ct = 40% at 550 K.

These data are in agreement with recent results from the SIN

experiment16 for Ct < 50%.

c. Alpha Sticking Coefficient

Our measurements of the alpha sticking coefficient are shown in figure

10. Because ddy fusion contributes to the loss term W, we have been

able to extract the temperature dependence of A ^ ^ as a bonus; as

shown in figure 11, it is in good agreement with the recent measurement of

Balin et a!.17

Similarly, by allowing 3He to grow in, for one week, one can measure

the increase in A.tHe-3> as displayed in figure 12. Our measured

values have rather large error bars, and disagree with the predictions of

Aristov, et_al_18. For these reasons, we are currently remeasuring the

helium scavenging rates.
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5. Conclusions

By studying muon-catalysis processes over wide temperature and density

ranges, our experiment has uncovered several surprising and unexpected

effects. In particular, the strong density dependence of uis and

Xc are not yet explained. Our understanding of muon catalysis in d-t

mixtures in still incomplete.
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